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SIERRA LOBO WINS CONTRACT AT KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 

 

O n October 1, 2008, Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) began working as a teammate to 

EG&G on the new Institutional Services Contract (ISC) at Kennedy Space 

Center (KSC). After a 90-day transition period, Sierra Lobo is providing nearly ten 

percent of the personnel at KSC.  Sierra Lobo’s  focus is on propellants and gases 

for the Propellants and Life Support Division.  Douglas Rewinkel is the Program 

Manager for Sierra Lobo on this contract and is also serving as the ISC Propellants 

and Life Support (P&LS) Division Manager. The ISC Contract is the largest of the 

new contracts that have come from the debundling of the Joint Base Operations and 

Services Contract (JBOSC). The ISC contract is a five-year contract with five, one-

year options (for a contract potential of ten years). 
 

On the ISC, SLI personnel operate and maintain the Government’s largest and most 

diverse inventory of propellants equipment in support of the NASA, Air Force, Na-

val Ordnance Testing Unit (NOTU), and commercial customers supporting five, 

active, launch pads and numerous processing facilities. In addition, SLI provides 

support to USA shuttle operations and Boeing payload operations through direct 

(Continued on page 2) 

Subcontract Awarded to Sierra Lobo 

In August, Sierra Lobo was awarded a subcon-

tract in conjunction with Booz Allen Hamilton  

to provide support under the Constellation 

Technical Support Services (CTSC) contract at 

NASA Johnson Space Center.   
 

The Cx Operations and Test Integration (Cx 

OTI) Office develops operational requirements 

for the Cx Program and oversees their imple-

mentation by other Cx Program/Project organi-

zations. This office also derives integrated 

strategies and planning for multi-project validation and flight testing across the pro-

gram. 
 

The operational requirements’ focus is on establishment of the Cx Manifest, the 

development of mission specific requirements and priorities, and the management 

of the pre-flight mission preparation process, while considering operability and life- 

cycle costs in the design of the vehicle. Cx OTI provides the overall integration and 

management of flight requirements activities from mission requirements definition 

through landing and recovery. Cx OTI evaluates project level-integrated testing to 

confirm that the overall program plan will be successful. Cx OTI maintains inte-

grated facility and asset utilization data, provides investment strategy formulation, 

and construction of facilities integration for the program to ensure that all testing 

needs of the program are satisfied efficiently and effectively. 

Ares Rocket 
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subcontracts outside of the ISC.  The P&LS Division consists of four branches, which includes Fluids Manage-

ment, Propellants North, Propellants South, and Life Support. 
 

The Life Support Branch consists of EG&G personnel, which provide emergency breathing air hardware and ser-

vices, as well as Self-Contained Atmospheric Pressure Ensembles (SCAPE) maintenance and operations support. 

They provide all of the emergency breathing equipment that is staged throughout KSC and Cape Canaveral Air 

Force Station (CCAFS) facilities and launch pads. The Life Support people up any personnel who will be perform-

ing hazardous operations with hazardous and toxic materials, including the Propellants South personnel on the 

contract. 
 

The Propellants Branches provide propellants, pressurants, and specialty chemicals for all KSC and CCAFS pro-

grams. They are responsible for acquisition, storage, and distribution of 28 different fluids (hypergols, cryogens, 

gases, hydrocarbons) performing 20,000 propellant operations per year at hundreds of user interfaces. They are 

responsible for 210 mobile equipment items and 64 facility propellant systems. 
 

The Fluids Management Branch provides for the management of all of the propellants, gases, and specialty fluids 

for KSC and CCAFS. They are responsible for forecasting, budgeting, acquiring, tracking, and managing of inven-

tory for all fluids working for the end-user propellant coordination of 2,000 vendor deliveries per year. They also 

act as the Defense Energy Support Center (DESC) Fuels Manager. They develop the support and contingency 

plans for fluids support to the Shuttle, Delta II, Delta IV, Atlas V, and are developing the plan to support the Con-

stellation Program. They also manage the vender supply of the high-pressure gaseous nitrogen pipeline, as well as 

liquid helium, which is converted and compressed to provide gaseous helium to the KSC/CCAFS facilities and 

launch pads. 
 

Propellants South operates and maintains Fuel Storage Area  No.1 on the 

CCAFS. This is where the hypergol fuels and oxidizer, RP-1, JP-8, scrubber 

liquors, as well as bulk waste, is stored and distributed. They operate and 

maintain 31 fixed systems and 60 mobile equipment items performing up to 

3,000 operations a year, including approximately 800 hypergol operations. 
 

Propellants North directly supports the 

Space Shuttle launch operations with 

real-time support to manage the gase-

ous nitrogen pipeline, as well as oper-

ate the gaseous helium Converter Com-

pressor Facility (CCF). The CCF con-

verts liquid helium into gas and then 

compresses it to nearly 6,000 psi to support operations. These pipelines pro-

vide up to 1.7 billion scf of gaseous nitrogen and 70 million scf of gaseous 

helium per year. Propellants North also provides mobile-fleet operations, de-

livering cryogenics, high-pressure gases, and use rechargers to pump up fixed 

systems for high-pressure nitrogen, helium, oxygen, hydrogen, and Breathing 

Air (BAIR).  They are the point-of-contact to provide specialty fluids, such as ammonia, Refrigerant 21, Solvent 

113, and Halon 1301. They provide up to 14,000 of these operations per year, as well as delivering 7,000 K-bottles 

per year. 
 

The SLI ISC team is well positioned to sustain support for all of the United States existing launch capabilities from 

the space coast, while actively developing future propellant and pressurant support capabilities for the next genera-

tion of manned and unmanned launch needs well into the  future. 

(Continued from page 1) 

A SLI Lead Technician operates GHe Pressuri-

zation Equipment at Propellant North 

SLI Personnel are protected by SCAPE  suits 

during Hypergol handling Operations. 
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NASA Ames Research Center 

The NASA Ames Research Center 
is known for its arc-jet facilities 
[supported by a number of Sierra 
Lobo engineers and technicians 
working under the Aerospace Test-
ing and Facilities Operations/
Maintenance (ATOM) contract], 
which are used to test and character-
ize Thermal Protection System 
(TPS) materials. There are limita-
tions, however, to the size of the 
samples that can be tested in these 
facilities.  Also, there was a desire to 
test articles that were large enough 
to reflect full-size structural details, 
something not possible with the four
-to-five inch diameter coupons usu-

ally tested in the arc-jets. A Sierra Lobo engineer at Ames was tasked by the Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle 
Thermal Protection System (TPS) Advanced Development Project (ADP) to develop a testing scheme utilizing the 
thermal capabilities of the Sandia National Labs, National Solar Thermal Test Facility (“Solar Tower”) in Albu-

querque, NM, which can handle coupons up to four ft2 (and perhaps larger). 
 

The Solar Tower facility was originally developed for solar power re-
search, but has since been utilized by NASA for testing of various TPS 
materials. The facility consists of a 200 foot tall tower and an array of 211 
ground-mounted heliostats (20’ x 20’ mirrors) that can be focused on the 
tower’s top. While the tower facility is not capable of producing the ex-
tremely high heat flux (>1,000 watt/cm2) available in the arc-jets, it can 
produce up to 250 watt/cm2 on a two foot square sample, a level similar to 
what the Orion crew module heat shield expects to see during re-entry 

from low earth orbit. 
 

With the above in mind, SLI engineer, Daniel Empey, developed a test 
series designed to characterize and then utilize the Solar Tower Facility to 
test the Phenolic Impregnated Carbon Ablator (PICA) material, one of two 
materials being considered for the Orion crew module’s primary heat 
shield. There were two significant questions to be answered before the 
Solar Tower Facility could be used for testing PICA; how would the mate-
rial behave while being heated to nearly 4,000°F at near sea-level atmospheric conditions, and would the resultant 
char layer of the ablative material be similar to what was expected from PICA when ablated in the upper atmos-

phere during re-entry? 
 

The main concern with testing PICA at sea-level atmospheric conditions was the material burning (catching on 
fire), rather than charring, and not self-extinguishing when the heat was removed from the sample. It was impor-
tant that the material behave approximately the same as during re-entry, to ensure that the material properties of 
the char layer were similar. To address this issue, Mr. Empey worked with the staff at the Sandia Solar Tower to 

(Continued on page 4) 

Sandia Solar Tower Facility 

Coupon Under Test 
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NASA Ames Research Center Continued 

develop  a system to provide a gaseous nitrogen curtain over the face of the 
coupons.  While a gaseous nitrogen curtain had been used in the past, the infra-
structure for this, which included a trailer-mounted N2 tank array, was too 
costly to implement.  Mr. Empey improvised a more portable system using in-

dustrial “K” size N2 bottles and localized piping at the top of the tower. 
 

To determine the applicability of the Solar Tower for this testing, four 12” x 
12” instrumented PICA “pathfinder” coupons were designed and fabricated by 
SLI engineers working in the TSF Sensors Lab at Ames. Instrumentation con-
sisted of in-depth and bond-line Thermocouples (TCs) and back-face strain 
gauges. The four in-depth TCs were inserted in a PICA plug at depths ranging 
from 0.1” to 0.7” below the surface facing the solar flux.  The plug was then 
bonded into a corresponding hole in the PICA tile.  Three TCs were also em-
bedded at various locations in the bond line between the PICA material and an 

aluminum carrier plate. The back-face strain gauges were used to measure the heat-induced defection of the panel 
caused by the expansion of the TPS material.  An extreme thermal gradient exists in the first 0.5” of the panel sur-
face with the exposed surface reaching temperatures as high as 4,000°F, and drops to only a few hundred degrees 
within a half-inch.  This thermal gradient induces very high stresses in the material due to differential expansion.  

The strain gauges indirectly measure these stresses. 
 

Tests of the pathfinder coupons at the Solar Tower displayed very little burning of the material. Post-test micro-
graphic analysis, performed by scientists at Ames, indicated the charred material was very similar (in nature) to 
material obtained from arc-jet samples run at conditions more closely simulating the re-entry conditions. Also, the 
resultant strain measurements largely agreed with pre-test modeling performed at Ames. These results retired the 
main risks for Solar Tower testing; therefore, the second phase testing involving larger 2’ x 2’ tiled arrays was ap-

proved. 
 

The second phase of testing involved both heating and applying mechani-
cal load to coupons designed to simulate (as closely as possible) the antici-
pated construction of the Orion heat shield. This second-phase testing had 
to be conducted quickly, since the Sandia Solar Tower Facility planned to 
close down for a six-month period of extended maintenance the week fol-
lowing this testing. The intent of these tests was to simulate the aerody-
namic loading (deflections) and heating, which the heat shield would en-
counter during re-entry, and induce the stresses corresponding to those 
loads in the PICA tiles. New coupons and a new larger water-cooled test 
frame were designed to meet these requirements. Three instrumented tile 
array coupons were fabricated by technicians at the NASA Kennedy Space 
Center and were tested in mid-November. The results of these tests are 
being analyzed (as of this writing) and will hopefully lead to a more com-
prehensive understanding of the behavior of the tiled PICA TPS being con-
sidered for Orion and the appropriate margins of safety that need to be ap-

plied to the material. 
 

The work described here only covered the PICA TPS.  Currently, a second material, Avcoat (a recreation of the 
old Apollo heat shield material), is also being developed. It is likely that additional testing of large coupons of one 

material or the other will be restarted when the Solar Tower is operational again in May of 2009.  

(Continued from page 3) 

 Pathfinder Coupon Under Test at the  
Solar Tower 

Tiled Array Coupon Being Prepared  
for Testing 
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As part of NASA Glenn’s celebration of the agency’s 50th anniver-

sary on Labor Day weekend, the Ohio Aerospace Institute (OAI) 

hosted a Black Tie Gala at the Marriott Hotel in downtown Cleve-

land, Ohio, on August 29, 2008.  Sierra Lobo was an “Above and 

Beyond” sponsor for the event. 
 

The Gala also honored all 24 Ohio astronauts; 19 of them were pre-

sent for the event.  In addition to a limited attendance pre-reception 

with the astronauts, the program included a Question and Answer 

Session between the audience and the astronauts; most of the ques-

tions were directed towards Neil Armstrong and John Glenn, both 

Ohio astronauts. 
 

The program was led by Master of Ceremonies, Tim White, a local (WKYC) news anchor and featured a keynote 

presentation by Jay Barbree, NBC News Correspondent and Author, "Live from Cape Canaveral."  There were 

also remarks and recognitions by Ohio Governor, Ted Strickland; Dr. Woodrow Whitlow, Jr., Director, NASA 

Glenn Research Center; and the Honorary Chairman of the event, John H. Glenn, Jr.  There was also an excellent 

video tribute to NASA Glenn Research Center that featured a number of Sierra Lobo and Facilities, Operations, 

Maintenance, and Engineering (TFOME) employees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured Left to Right, Front Row: Sara Satornino, SLI; Kamana Katiyar, SLI; Kate Rice, wife of Brian Rice; Gloria Kattouah, wife of 

Nabil Kattouah; Second Row: Sanjeev Katiyar, husband of Kamana Katiyar; Ohio Astronaut, Tom Hennen; Sherri Hennen, wife of 

Tom Hennen; Nabil Kattouah, Vice President of Mission Support of SLI; Ray Lugo, Deputy Center Director of Glenn Research Center; 

Brian Rice, SLI; and George Satornino, President and CEO of SLI. 

Sierra Lobo Sponsors NASA 50
th
 Gala at Glenn Research Center 

NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC)  
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On November 19, 2008, the Board of Certified Safety Profes-

sionals (BCSP) announced that Glenn D. Owens, Safety and 

Assurance Manager, had completed all requirements for certifi-

cation as a Certified Safety Professional (CSP).  This highly respected certification is awarded to indi-

viduals who meet academic standards, satisfy professional safety experience requirements, and have passed two 

rigorous examinations: First, the Associate Safety Professional (ASP) and second, the Certified Safety Profes-

sional (CSP).  These are five and five and a half-hour examinations, respectively. The examinations covered engi-

neering and management aspects of safety, applied sciences, legal and regulatory matters, professional affairs, and 

ethics, and other safety-related topics. 
 

CSPs specialize in protecting workers, the public, property, and the environment by identifying, evaluating, and 

controlling hazards.  The CSP manages programs aimed at compliance with safety principles, federal, state, local 

laws and regulations. 
 

The BCSP is governed by 13 directors with six membership organizations. It establishes standards for and verifies 

minimum competency in professional safety practice.  The BCSP also evaluates CSPs for compliance with re-

certification requirements.  Since 1969, almost 19,000 individuals have achieved the Certified Safety Professional 

designation.  Currently, more than 11,000 hold the CSP designation.  BCSP is a nationally accredited, non-profit 

corporation chartered in Illinois, with headquarters in Savoy.  More information about BCSP, the CSP, and profes-

sional safety practice is available at www.bcsp.org. 
 

Mr. Owens started work for Sierra Lobo (SLI) in October of 2004 and is currently 

the Safety and Assurance Manager of the Test Facilities, Operations, Maintenance 

and Engineering (TFOME) contract at the NASA Glenn Research Center in Cleve-

land, Ohio.  
 

Mr. Owens stated, “I very much appreciate SLI's support in helping me achieve the 

Certified Safety Professional certification.  Throughout my 25 years of work as a 

safety professional, it’s been my goal to obtain this certification but did not have the 

backing of my former employers to do so.  SLI made it possible for me to get this 

certification through their encouragement and the financial support of the continu-

ing education program.  Since working for SLI/TFOME, I've had the opportunity to 

take preparation courses, obtain professional references and resources, maintain my 

professional membership in the American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), and attend annual conferences for 

continuing education. All of these resources helped me obtain additional professional experience and to prepare 

for and pass the Associate Safety Professional (ASP) examination about a year or so ago, and now the final the 

Certified Safety Professional examination.  So, I thank SLI/TFOME for their continued interest and support in 

continuous employee development and making it possible for me to achieve this career goal.” 

Employee Completes Requirements for Certified  

Safety Professional 

Glenn Owens Displays  
Certification Certificate 

NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) Continued 

http://www.bcsp.org/
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On June 6, 2008, NASA KSC announced several 

multiple award contracts to provide fluid systems, 

electrical and electronic systems, and structural 

hardware as ground support equipment. Sierra Lobo 

and three other firms were selected to provide fluid 

systems.  This contract is for not only the Constella-

tion Program, but other space programs located at 

NASA’s Kennedy Space Center. The entire multi-

ple award, Indefinite-Delivery, Indefinite-Quantity 

(IDIQ), contract has a maximum value of $400 M 

during a five-year ordering period, with a potential 

for a one-year extension, which is the equivalent of 

$5.0 M per company, per year. 
 

“This will allow us to provide NASA Kennedy with  

gas and fluid systems similar to those we routinely 

build for the Glenn Research Center.  It is an excel-

lent opportunity for Sierra Lobo to continue to 

demonstrate our expertise in building cryogenic 

process systems,” reports Martin Offineer, Direc-

tor of Engineering Services at Milan, Ohio.  “Right 

now, the contract is only for  building systems that 

have been designed by others for NASA.  I am sure 

it won’t be long before we are able to demonstrate 

our design expertise of cryogenic systems to NASA 

Kennedy, and then who knows what that may lead 

to!  This also represents another great opportunity 

for Sierra Lobo to contribute to the Constellation 

Program.” 
 

The contract includes all required management, 

labor, facilities, and materials to fabricate, check 

out, package, and deliver fluid systems.  Each de-

livery order will be competed among the four IDIQ 

fluid system providers on a firm fixed price basis. 

 

Work continues towards the transition of the man-

agement and operational responsibilities of an-

other major wind tunnel facility from the Govern-

ment to ROME.  The 14 x 22-Ft. Subsonic Wind 

Tunnel is approximately 90% complete towards a 

fourth quarter 2008 transition date.  This has 

proved to be quite a challenge as the facility has 

had a very busy test schedule.  In addition, the 

transition of the next facility, the Transonic Dy-

namics Tunnel, has already started. 
 

ROME just received its latest six-month perform-

ance score from NASA, achieving an overall 

“Excellent” rating once again.  This score will be 

averaged with our next six-month performance 

rating to determine whether we will earn yet an-

other twelve months added to the length of the 

existing contract. 

NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) 

NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC) 
NASA Awards  Contract to Sierra Lobo  

 

Joe Cooper, one of our ROME Construction Man-

agers has started a special Temporary Duty  assign-

ment at the Stennis Space Center (SSC).  Joseph’s 

support was requested by Jacobs Technology to 

help out on their Facilities Operating Services 

Contract (FOSC), where he will be managing up-

grades to the High Pressure Gas Facility, as well as 

on other miscellaneous projects.  We are very 

proud that Joseph was requested by name to take 

on this important work, and are excited that he will 

be representing Sierra Lobo in a precedent-setting 

arraignment with a couple of our most important 

customers (NASA and Jacobs). 

Contract Performance Employee Starts Special  

Temporary Duty Assignment  
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Riggers are highly trained in the lifting and moving 

of all objects and specialize in hard and sometimes 

dangerous lifts. We bring into play our skills at the 

first planning stage of any job and continue to the 

completion of the lifting and movement. As a group, 

we look out for each other’s safety and health, but as 

a Team, we come together like a well-oiled machine.  

Lead by our Supervisor, Dean Burnett, and our lead 

people, Charles Cooke and Harry Edelstein Sr., we 

talk it over and choose the right course of action for 

any job. We move high-priced space hardware that 

must be handled with care and precision.  Even 

though we are few, our hearts and our passion for our 

trade and skills overcome all obstacles and put us in 

high demand by the facilities. Our lift record is flaw-

less, with no damage to equipment or lost-time acci-

dents.  We are ROME and Sierra Lobo; we are  

“The Wolf Pack.” 

 

 

NASA Langley Research Center LaRC Continued 

Once again Stan Slusarczyk has taken the Aeronautics Design Exhibit out on the road.  First, he stopped at 

Kennedy Space Center and had the opportunity  to meet retired Air Force Col. Rick A. Searfoss, the pilot on 

STS-58, STS-76, and the Mission Commander on STS-90.  After that, he traveled to Chicago to set up a 

wind tunnel model of a Boeing Blended Wing Body at the “WIRED NextFest” Exhibition.  (WIRED 

NextFest is “the premier showcase of the global innovations transforming our world.”) 

Stan Slusarczyk with Former Astronaut Col. Rick Searfoss, Retired, and the Blended Wing Body Model at WIRED NextFest. 

Traveling Aeronautics Design Exhibit 

 

A Word From Our Riggers 

The ROME Riggers, “The Wolf Pack” 

Left to Right:  Dean Burrett, Billy Hamilton, Bobby Hamilton, Charlie 

Cooke, Bowdie Ward, Danny Goodson, Harry Edelstein, Sr.,  

Donnie Williams 
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During the past six months, Sierra Lobo employees have once again been recognized for their outstanding 

work on the ROME contract. 
 

Mary Hackney and Benjamin (Andy) Goddin both won safety incentive awards, in their respective de-

partments, after submitting Safety Observation Reports and/or Safety Awareness Reports.  

Also, during this time period, Benjamin (Andy) Goddin and Stanley Slusarczyk were both promoted to 

Engineering Technician IVs - a reflection of their many years of experience and excellent support to 

both ROME and the Center.   

Two of our technicians from the National Transonic Facility, Frank Beltnick and Andrew Goldstein, 

were recognized by our contract General Manager for the outstanding job they performed as tour guides 

of our new LN2 Plant during a Center open house.   

Finally, Charles Whitley and Paul Morris were both selected for the prestigious ROME/Jacobs Tech-

nology STAR Award, honoring them for their unselfish dedication to the successful operations of the 

wind tunnel facilities here at Langley Research Center.  Charles, Paul, and a guest each traveled to the 

Kennedy Space Center to witness the next Shuttle launch and were treated to V.I.P. behind-the-scenes 

tours. 

NASA Langley Research Center LaRC Continued 

The TPED contract and workforce has not only survived our first year, but prospered 

greatly in many areas.  This RTTC TPED support effort began on October 29, 2007, 

with a transition workforce of 33 people, primarily incumbents from the previous con-

tractor workforce.  We are now at a robust level of 46 employees.  Since AMTEC Cor-

poration is a TPED subcontract partner, SLI currently employees 24 members of our 

workforce. 
 

RTTC has continued to hire quality people who contribute to the basic mission of test and evaluation 

support to the Redstone Technical Test Center (RTTC) Test Management Division and unique adminis-

trative support to the RTTC senior leadership mission.  Several of our SLI employees routinely partici-

pate in local technical conference exhibits in support of the corporate marketing thrust toward the vi-

brant DoD and NASA economies present within the Redstone Arsenal and Huntsville communities.  

Locally, RTTC has also participated in and contributed to two Honor Flight benefits, which raise funds 

to send WW II veterans from the Tennessee Valley to the memorial at the Washington, DC, Mall. 
 

RTTC is currently utilizing the TPED Realtime Document Tracking System (RDTS), which was de-

signed and programmed by Brandon Johnson of SLI’s Milan Office under an SLI Intersegment Work 

(Continued on page 10) 

Test Planning, Evaluation, and Documentation (TPED) Contract 

Begins Second Year 

           Employee Recognition 

 

Redstone Technical Test Center (RTTC) 
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TFOME Team Supports For Inspiration and 

Recognition of Science (FIRST) 

Agreement.  This is a SharePoint-based software system, which includes a collaborative effort with the RTTC 

Management Support System (RMSS), the primary RTTC network portal.  Increasing the efficiency of test 

plan and test report document publication was a high priority of the leadership of this contract from the first 

day.  We are all anxious to see the long-term results of this system, which provides a database that makes both 

the TPED and RTTC contributions to the document creation process both visible to management and account-

able to Government-imposed timelines. 
 

Facilities and office space continue to be a significant issue with the RTTC contract.  However, we have just 

received the benefit of a relocated temporary facility, which will provide eight new offices for test support 

personnel.  With continuing new test support requirements and subsequent expected contract personnel addi-

tions, this additional space is indeed a blessing. 
 

The talented and dedicated TPED Team continues to successfully blend the employees of two small busi-

nesses and partner with our RTTC counterparts to provide quality services in response to varying, challenging, 

and expanding requirements.  RTTC continues to stress flexibility and a “can do” attitude to meet the chal-

lenges of our Army customer’s ever-changing economic, administrative, and technical environments. 

(Continued from page 9) 

Corporate 

Redstone Technical Test Center (RTTC) Continued 

While Karen Gresh (Accounting Administrative Assistant in the Corporate Fremont Office) was visiting Kennedy 
Space Center, she had an opportunity to view something that rarely happens, both pads had shuttles on them (front 
and foreground). Although Karen did not take this picture (and does not know who did), she wanted to share this 

extremely rare and beautiful picture with all the Sierra Lobo employees. 
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Sierra Lobo co-sponsored the STS-126 Glenn 

Research Center/Kennedy Space Center/Langley 

Research Center Pre-launch Reception on Thurs-

day, November 13, 2008, at the Doubletree Ho-

tel in Cocoa Beach, Florida.  Other sponsors in-

cluded EG&G, the prime on our new Kennedy 

Institutional Services Contract, and Tessada As-

sociates. The ocean-side reception was hosted by 

Sierra Lobo’s Executive Council members 

George Satornino, Daniel Lowe, Nabil Kat-

touah, Sara Satornino, Karen Lowe, Dave 

Hamrick, and Martin Offineer.  Also in attendance were Milan employees  Antony Skaff, Jeffrey Sultz-

baugh, and Michael Korba, and Kennedy employees Cathy Rauback, and Douglas Rewinkel. Among the 

invited honored guests were Sierra Lobo employees Sherice Sampson (from the GRC TFOME) contract and 

Paul Morris (from the LaRC ROME contract).  More than 300, people including NASA Administrator Mi-

chael Griffin and numerous NASA Center Directors and senior agency managers, enjoyed a pleasant evening 

of socializing and networking.  Our reception was the hit of the many pre-launch receptions being held at the 

Doubletree that evening, as guests enjoyed good food, clear skies, and record warm ocean breezes in an out-

door poolside setting. 

The Space Shuttle Endeavour flaw-

lessly launched into orbit for the 

STS-126 mission the following eve-

ning at 7:55 PM on Friday, Novem-

ber 14.  It was the last planned night 

launch of the Space Shuttle, as only 

nine more launches remain before 

the Shuttle fleet is retired, and all are 

scheduled for daytime. Although all 

Space Shuttle launches are memora-

ble experiences, night launches are 

especially impressive, and STS-126 

(Continued on page 12) 
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3….2….1….Liftoff 

The moon rising above the Space Shuttle Endeavor on Pad 39A on 

 Friday, November 14, 2008.  (Photo Credit: NASA/Bill Ingalls) 
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Corporate Continued 

did not disappoint those Sierra Lobo employees and various 

family members in attendance.  Most of the group viewed 

the launch from the Banana Creek viewing area, which is 

only 3.9 miles from the pad.  George, Sara, and family were 

particularly honored as they were selected to view the 

launch from the Operation Support Building II (OSB II) in 

the Launch Area 39 complex with NASA Administrator 

Griffin, NASA Center Directors, and other dignitaries. For 

those who were viewing their first launch, as well as the 

veterans who had seen launches before, the sights and 

sounds of STS-126 will be etched in everyone’s memories.  

The Star-Spangled Banner, sung at T-5 minutes by all in 

attendance, stirs an inner patriotism and pride in an America that accomplishes great things for human-

kind.  The tension of silence leading up to the launch is interrupted as the crowd joins in the countdown – 

10, 9, 8… then a flash of brilliant orange light, brighter than the sun, lights the whole area. Seconds later, 

the loud rumble and throaty roar of the main engines and solid rocket boosters wash over the entire view-

ing area, as the Shuttle catapults into space.  At night, the Shuttle remains the brightest star in the sky as 

it climbs 70 miles high and moves 200 miles down range in less than five minutes.  Then it is back to the 

buses for the excitement of sharing impressions of the experience with friends and co-workers. 

All in attendance were in agreement that the pre-launch and launch events went off perfectly, even better 

than anyone imagined was possible.  This was a great opportunity to talk with NASA and other prime 

contractor senior managers about Sierra Lobo’s partnership with NASA, our technical capabilities, and 

accomplishments.  Thanks go to  Sandra Kordupel and Cathy Rauback for planning and organizing 

event logistics and making sure that Sierra Lobo put its best foot forward to current customers, potential 

customers, and friends in the NASA community. 

(Continued from page 11) 

   The STS-126 crewmembers exiting the Operations 
and Checkout Building to go to launch pad 39A for 
the STS-126 mission of the launch of Space Shuttle 

Endeavor.   

 

(On right - front to back) Astronauts, Chris Fergu-
son, Commander; Steve Bowen, and Heidemarie 

Stefanyshyn-Piper (both mission specialists).   

 

(On left - front to back) Astronauts Eric Boe, pilot; 
Donald Pettit, Shane Kimbrough, and Sandra Mag-

nus (all mission specialists).   

 

(Photo Credit: NASA/Bill Ingalls) 

The Satornino Family (Left to Right ) George, Adeline, 

Trevor, Sara, and Andrew in Operation Support Build-

ing II to view the STS-126 Launch. 
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Sierra Lobo, Inc. North Expansion 

The ribbon is cut, the expansion is complete!  Almost one year to 

the date of the ground breaking ceremony, Sierra Lobo Inc. (SLI) 

celebrated the completion of its massive office expansion with an 

Open House for their employees and families on November 5, 

2008.  Everyone enjoyed a wonderful meal and took a tour of the 

new facility. 

 

Martin Offineer, Director of Engineering Services, expressed 

great appreciation to everyone for their great amount of planning, 

patience, and hard work to make this dream a reality.  It was a 

long journey with many bumps in the road along the way.  The 

highlight of the evening was the cutting of the ribbon by George 

Satornino, President and CEO. 

 

We have grown by 10,600 sq. ft. of office space, which includes 

22 offices, a larger Lunch Room, two large Conference Rooms, 

two Proposal War Rooms, and an open area for potentially seven 

more office/storage areas.  The new North Wing holds our Execu-

tives and their Administrative Staff, the Human Resource Department, as well as the Business Development 

Group. 
 

(Continued on page 14) 

Milan Facility 

Clockwise: Martin Offineer, Director of Engineering 

Services; Daniel Lowe, Senior Vice President; Nabil 

Kattouah, Vice President of Mission Support; and 

George Satornino, President and CEO of Sierra Lobo, 

cutting the ribbon for the new expansion. 

SIERRA LOBO’S BUILDING EXPANSION COMPLETED 
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Milan Facility Continued 

The South Wing received a fresh coat of paint and an expansion for the IT department.  Everyone is enjoying the 

extra space as we settle in (along with the dust). 
 

“I especially want to thank several people who made significant contributions including, Michael Bower, Steven 

Hockenberry, Scott Baaske, Edwin Ollom, Jeffrey Sultzbaugh,  Karen Gresh . . . and especially, “eagle eye” 

himself, George Satornino.” 
 

“It was a huge team effort by everyone here in Milan and Fremont.  Whether you worked on the new building 

directly or indirectly, everyone ended up pulling some sort of extra duty to see this project to its completion.  It 

was a major accomplishment!” said Martin Offineer. 

(Continued from page 13) 

Sierra Lobo Open House Pictures 

  

It started with a plan ... 

and became a reality. 
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Milan Facility Continued 

 
 

It is people . . . our families and our friends . . . who make Sierra Lobo! 
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Milan Facility Continued 

Under contract with NASA 

Launch Services at Kennedy 

Space Center and a partnership 

with the Florida Institute of Tech-

nology (FIT), several Sierra Lobo 

Team Members conducted testing 

on a Zero-G Contracted Reduced-

Gravity Flight.  Mark Haber-

busch, Vincent Jones, and Jacob 

Ickes, all from the Milan Office, rode with the test package through 

two days of flights out of NASA Johnson Space Center’s, Ellington 

Field.  A wealth of data was obtained through the two flights on per-

formance of a sensor in development for liquid-level measurement of fluids in micro-gravity environments.  

The data collection opportunity and experience itself were second-to-none for the Milan Team.  With regards to 

the experience, Jake said, “It was a great learning experience to go down there and see how things are done with 

respect to experimenting like we did and to get to actually see some low-gravity fluid behavior.  Future sensor 

design and testing will greatly benefit from what we learned there.” 

Test Package Developed by FIT and Sierra 

Lobo -Vince Jones and  Jake Ickes 

Reduced Gravity Cryo-Tracker® Probe 

in Zero-G 

Propellant Sensing In Reduced Gravity 

No-Vent Cryogenic Hydrogen Storage Vehicle 

Work on the hydrogen internal-

combustion engine-converted 

GMC Sierra truck has progressed 

over the last few months.  The 

truck is temporarily set up to run 

off of a customized gaseous hy-

drogen system using k-bottles 

that were integrated into the bed 

of the truck.  Software, located 

on a laptop computer that travels  

with the truck, is able to log vari-

ous parameters of interest during 

operation including fuel-flow 

rate, pressure, temperature, en-

gine rpm, vehicle speed, and 

coolant temperature, among 

many others.  The truck has been 

driven multiple times for a few 

miles under normal road condi-

tions with the software inte-

grated.  This has verified that the 

truck is operating successfully on 

the gaseous system, and the data 

logging is working properly. 

Meanwhile, the design of the 

liquid hydrogen system has con-

tinued, and fabrication has 

started.  The vacuum jacket has 

been completed, and the inner 

tank should also be completed 

soon.   A frame to support the 

tank has been constructed, and 

the appropriate valves and lines 

are being sized.  The goal is to 

have the truck running on the 

liquid system towards the early  

months of 2009.  This is a very 

exciting opportunity for Sierra 

Lobo to further its hydrogen 

technologies and continue to ad-

vance its knowledge of integrat-

ing technologies into cryogenic 

systems. 

Aluminum Inner Tank Assembly with 

 Cryo-Tracker® 

Vacuum Jacket in Frame 

No-Vent Cryogenic Hydrogen Storage Vehicle 
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Milan Facility Continued 

Sierra Lobo Research and Technology recently conducted the Preliminary 

Design Review (PDR) with representatives of the Office of Naval Research 

(Washington, DC) and the Naval Underwater Warfare Center (Newport, 

RI).  The $1.19 M project is for the cryogenic power system for an Un-

manned Underwater Vehicle (UUV), which will incorporate Sierra Lobo’s 

cryogenic and system engineering expertise to provide an integrated 100” 

power module to be packaged into a 21” diameter hull.  The system will 

incorporate a 3 kW fuel cell. 
 

In addition to the PDR milestone, Sierra Lobo’s Chinh Nguyen and Bradley 

Stoops visited with the fuel cell supplier to conduct performance tests.  The 

fuel cell passed all tests and matched the system model.  The fuel cell will be 

assembled into the full system next year after the procurement, fabrication, and 

assembly of all system components. 
 

In parallel, Sierra Lobo has been finalizing the additional $950 K funding for 

the testing phase of the UUV cryogenic power system.  This testing will be con-

ducted first at the Sierra Lobo Test Facility and then at the Naval Underwater 

Warfare Center’s test site. 

Unmanned Underwater Vehicle Project Passes First Major Milestone 

The Kennedy Space Center (KSC) currently uses 

aged, forty-year old traditional warm-gas compressor 

technology to produce high-pressure gaseous helium 

(GHe) to support ground and flight processing in 

their Converter Compressor Facility (CCF).  The 

CCF was originally based on the delivery of gaseous 

helium on rail cars.  The current delivery method for 

helium has transitioned to liquid helium (LHe) deliv-

ery by over-the-road tanker dewars, or roadable de-

wars.  As it is more efficient to pressurize LHe and 

convert it to cold gas than it is to use the current 

method of converting the liquid to gas and then com-

pressing the warm gas, there exists a need at the KSC 

CCF for a LHe to high-pressure cold gas GHe pump-

ing system capable of supplying high-pressure gas to 

support the KSC GHe storage and distribution sys-

tems.  Sierra Lobo, Inc. Research and Technology 

Group has been contracted in a joint effort with 

NASA to develop and deliver this pumping system.  

This new LHe pump unit should help substantially 

reduce NASA KSC’s Converter Compressor Facility 

(CCF) manpower, electrical consumption, and main-

tenance costs by replacing the existing “traditional” 

system of multiple conventional compressors. 

The main pump design team, consisting of Lori 

DiLisi of Sierra Lobo and Mike Hurrell of Jacobs, 

has generated the Design Control Document (DCD) 

for the pump.  The preliminary detailed sizing of the 

pump components and 3-D models have been com-

pleted.  The pump will be a dual acting unit utilizing 

a unique linear motor or actuator.  It will be located 

in a “sump” or dewar to optimize the Net Positive 

Suction Head (NPSH) and to allow the unit to soak to 

temperature without wasting helium.  The integration 

of the pump into the system, which consists of a de-

war, valving, piping, and a vaporizer, is being con-

ducted by Antony Skaff and Carl Nance, both of the 

Sierra Lobo Milan Office. 

“We are excited about the next phase, which is to be-

gin building and testing prototype hardware prior to 

our original design review,” says Mark Haberbusch, 

Principal Investigator on the project. 

NASA Liquid Helium Pump 

3 Kw H2/O2 Fuel Cell for UUV 
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Home Safety 
 

Vehicle – Deer Collisions, trending upwards: 
 

While overall automobile accidents, injuries and deaths have showed a steady decline over the past decade, Ve-

hicle accidents involving Deer have trending significantly higher. Here are some statistics to get your attention, 

followed by some control measures: 
 

500,000 cars a year in the United States are in accidents involving Deer 

Over 100 Deaths are reported annually 

Incidents have increased 62% in the past 5 years 

Average cost of vehicle damage = $2,000 

Majority of these accidents occur in the Months October though December  
(source: Insurance Information Institute) 

 

Here are a few risk reduction tips: 

Use special caution in those areas marked with deer crossing signs 

If you see one Deer - expect others  

Do not swerve your vehicle to avoid striking a Deer – It is better to strike a Deer than another vehicle or sta-

tionary object 

Continually scan the fields and areas adjacent to the roadway for Deer 

At night – use your “High-Beams” when no traffic is approaching – this will illuminate the eyes of Deer 

approaching or already in the road 

And most important to all Road Risks – SLOW DOWN 

 

Note to employees outside of the mid-west region. Vehicle – animal collisions in general are also trending up 

nationally. Some of the control measures mentioned above are applicable to the animal of choice in your region 

as well. (Sierra Lobo South - the “High-Beams” tip certainly will do little to illuminate the eyes of Alligators.) 

CORPORATE SAFETY 

Sierra Lobo Safety Performance 
 

Nationally – 2008 – Sierra Lobo Lost Time Injuries = 0, Great Job Team! 

 

The Sierra Lobo Corporate Research and Development Center in Milan, Ohio, recently 

completed and “passed” the bi-annual OSHA SHARP reevaluation inspection. This 

small business equivalent to VPP is an impressive achievement and an elite group. 

Thanks to all for your contributions! 

 

http://www.osha.gov/dcsp/success_stories/sharp/sierra_lobo.html 

http://www.osha.gov/dcsp/success_stories/sharp/sierra_lobo.html
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Corporate 
 

Berki, Joseph, Electrical Engineer 

Bower, Dana, Intern 

Gilliam, Tari L., Sr.  HR Generalist  

Hall, Stephen B., Business Development Manager 

Hoffman, Liana M., Admin. Assistant I/Receptionist  

Nance, Carl George, Mechanical Design Engineer  

Patten, Mary D., Accounting Clerk 

Putman, Philip, Sr. Research Scientist  

Rashidnia, Nasser, Sr. Research Scientist  

 

Johnson Space Center 
 

Byrnes, Mary Ann, Test & Evaluation Eng. Coordinator 

Illg, Keith D. Test & Evaluation Engineer 

Novak, Marvin E., Test & Evaluation Eng. Director 

Smith, Geoffrey A. Test & Evaluation Engineer 

Thibodeaux, Kellye, Test & Evaluation Engineer 
 

Glenn Research Center 
 

Casper, Tiffani Jean, Electrical Test Engineer 

Gibson, Mary Jameelah, Mechanical Test Engineer 

Graham, Michael T., Mechanical Test Engineer 

Ide, Robert F., Mechanical Test Engineer 

Lee, Michael D., Research Lab Mechanic III 

Luptak, Jeffrey D., Research Lab Mechanic 

Mohn, Sherri A., Research Lab Mechanic 

Nakley, Leah M., Chemical Test Engineer 

Nosky, Gary J., Mechanical Test Engineer 

Nowak Jr., Paul M., Electrical Test Engineer 

Redloske Jr., Harold J., Research Lab Mechanic 

Seifert, Brent T., Electrical Test Engineer 

Sills, Robert R., Mechanical Test Engineer 

Van Zante, Judith Foss, Mechanical Test Engineer 

 

Redstone Technical Test Center 

 

Lee, Shantana D., Administrative Staff Assistant 

Metj, Steven E., Security Specialist 

Pace, Wayne E., Test Engineer 

 

Kennedy Space Center 

 

Abbott, Thurman P., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Alderman, Guy B., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Andujar, Angel L., Propellant Engineer 

Annulis, Mark D., Supervisor, Propellants 

Arnold, Matthew R., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Atkinson, John, Propellant Engineer 

Bair, Timothy A., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Bender, Brian J., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Bevins, James D., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Birchfield, Konrad C., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Blalock, Clayton E., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Blanchette, Jr. Vernon G., Propellant Engineer 

Boeseman, James A., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Bond, Sandra P., Program Management Support Specialist I 

Bonzar, Kelly S., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Bowen, Kevin D., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Boylan, Pat C., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Cardello, Jr. Joseph A., Propellant Engineer 

Chappell, Susan C., Pgm. Management Support Specialist II 

Churchwell, Shawn D., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Cochran, James W., Propellant Engineer 

Conner, Ricky G., Industrial Electrician 

Couvillen, Wayne O., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Craig, Kyrn Mischek  Schmitt, Propellant Engineer 

Davis, Edward W., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Davis, Ronald C., Branch Manager 

Dunn, James T., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Durrett, James A., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Earnest, John J., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Evans, Lincoln J., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Farris, John M., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Forbes, Johnny M., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Gibson, James E., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Griffith, Larry J., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Hall, David L., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Harper, Timothy R., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Higgs, Delbert W., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Hoepfner, Howard W., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic Lead 

(Continued on page 20) 

Welcome to the PackWelcome to the Pack  
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Holton, James G., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Hudgins, Robert H., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Jernoske, John D., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Johnson, Douglas B., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Johnson, Jr. Melton H., Supervisor, Propellants  
Maintenance & Operations 

Kavanaugh, John D., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Knight, Kevin H., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Krebs, Nicholas J., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Lilley, Kenneth C., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Locke, William J., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Madgett, Brian J.,Propellant Engineer 

Maxwell, Lucas S., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Mayberry, Robert G., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

McCullum, Robert J., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

McNeely, Larry G., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Miller, Jr. Edward F., Supervisor, Propellants 

Mitchell, James W., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Montes-de-Oca, Susan, Propellant Engineer 

Newman, George L., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Nomikos, Spyridon, Propellant Engineer 

Norman, Jerry L., Propellant Engineer 

Norris, Steve R., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Osborne, J. Randall, Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Overcash, Richard R., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Partin, III, Thomas E., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Pendergrass, Scott F., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Rauback, Cathy D., Pgm. Mgmt. Support Specialist III 

Reasoner, Mathew H., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Reeves, Glenn A., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Richer, David A., Propellant Engineer 

Roberts, John L., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Roberts, Jr., Johnie B., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Roca, Alfredo, Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Sagorski, Elizabeth G., Propellant Engineer 

Santos, Juan A., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Seigler, Bryant O., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Severson, Gaylord O., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Shannon, Barry S., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Sharpe, Steven H., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Soutter, Jr.,  Jim T., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Spivey, Derrick L., Industrial Electrician 

Stegner, Joseph T., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Stenner, Irving H., Propellant Engineer 

Stretton, Jerry L., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Suarez, Alex, Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Swarthwood, II, Willis M., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Taylor, Dick L., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Venturini, Robin B., Industrial Electrician 

White, Joseph D., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Williams, Jr. Jake, Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Woods, Daniel C., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

Wright, Jackie W., Supervisor, Propellants 

Zook, Michael J., Propellant/Pneumatic Mechanic 

(Continued from page 19) 

We will be known by the tracks we leave behind . . ... 

 

DAKOTA PROVERB 
 

Wolves have long been regarded by Native Americans as 
teachers or pathfinders. Wolves are fiercely loyal to their 
mates and have a strong sense of family while maintaining 
individualism. 
 

To many, the wolf symbolizes freedom, the spirit of nature, 
resourcefulness, and adaptability, even under the most dire 
circumstances.  
 

Sierra Lobo (mountain wolf) takes its name from this resilient 
creature and aspires to the extraordinary traits that the wolf 
has come to symbolize. 

11401 Hoover Road 

Milan, Ohio  44846 

Telephone: 419-499-9653 (WOLF) 

Fax: 419-499-7700 


